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Research in computational intelligence is directed toward building thinking machines and improving our understanding of intelligence. As evident, the ultimate achievement in this field would be to mimic or exceed human cognitive capabilities including reasoning, recognition, creativity, emotions, understanding, learning and so on. In this book, the authors illustrate an hybrid computational intelligence framework and it applications for various problem solving tasks. Based on tree-structure based encoding and the specific function operators, the models can be flexibly constructed and evolved by using simple computational intelligence techniques. The main idea behind this model is the flexible neural tree, which is very adaptive, accurate and efficient. Based on the pre-defined instruction/operator sets, a flexible neural tree model can be created and evolved.

This volume comprises of 6 chapters including an introductory chapter giving the fundamental definitions and the last Chapter provides some important research challenges. Academics, scientists as well as engineers engaged in research, development and application of computational intelligence techniques and data mining will find the comprehensive coverage of this book invaluable.
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Migrating to Swift from Flash and ActionScriptApress, 2016

	Build on your knowledge of ActionScript to take the fast track developing iOS apps with Apple’s latest language, Swift. Swift’s syntax is easier to understand than Objective-C for people already familiar with ActionScript. At the same time it offers a number of new features and richer expressiveness than both ActionScript and...
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Beginning Mac OS X ProgrammingWrox Press, 2005
Beginning Mac OS X Programming      

Every Mac OS X system comes with all the essentials required for programming: free development tools, resources, and utilities. However, finding the place to begin may be challenging, especially if you have no prior development knowledge. This comprehensive guide offers you an ideal starting point to...
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The Fundamentals of Graphic DesignFairchild Books, 2009

	
		A thoughtful exploration of the role of graphic design today, The Fundamentals of Graphic Design offers a unique overview of a challenging and dynamic profession. From new media to marketing, from package design and print design to typography, opportunities in graphic design are everywhere. This book discusses both the familiar aspects...
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Control of Noise and Structural Vibration: A MATLAB®-Based ApproachSpringer, 2013

	Control of Noise and Structural Vibration presents a MATLAB®-based approach to solving the problems of undesirable noise generation and transmission by structures and of undesirable vibration within structures in response to environmental or operational forces. The fundamentals of acoustics, vibration and coupling between vibrating...
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Developments in the Theory of Cationoid PolymerisationsSmithers Rapra Technology, 2002

	I first met Peter Plesch in the late 1950s when he had established his vacuum techniques
	in Keele and I was embarking on my PhD. My visit to Keele was to seek advice (freely
	given) on handling sensitive reaction systems. I rapidly came to appreciate that Peter
	operated on a somewhat higher intellectual plane than many academics. All...
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Concurrent Programming in Mac OS X and iOS: Unleash Multicore Performance with Grand Central DispatchO'Reilly, 2011

	With the introduction of multicore devices such as the iPad 2 and the quad-core Mac-
	Book Pro, writing multithreaded apps that take advantage of multiple cores on a device
	has become one of the biggest headaches for developers. Take, for instance, the introduction
	of iPad 2. On the launch day, only a few applications, basically those...
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